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Many of the TickITplus Base Process Library (BPL) processes start with a Base Practice, BP.1, which requires policies
and procedures to exist. For example, the Human Resource Management process (ORG.1) BP.1 requires establishing
Human Resource policies and procedures. These Base Practices, like other Base Practices, have stated input and
output work products. The business plan and management framework are usually identified for the input work
products, and the actual policy and procedure are identified for the output work products.

Human Resource Management Base Practice 1
While creating an organisation’s Process Reference Model (PRM) that covers these Base Practices the Base Practice
description needs to reference the organisation’s Integrated Management System (IMS) process or procedure that is
actually used to create the management system artefacts, i.e. the processes, procedures, templates, forms, etc. This
IMS process or procedure isn’t always recognised as the component that creates other processes and procedures,
but it is often present. For example, it could be the IMS document management procedure which is used to ensure
that a consistent approach is taken to defined, create, document, review, and issue the necessary processes and
procedures used throughout the organisation.
The PRM input for these Base Practices is usually the Management Framework and the Business Plan. The
Management Framework is usually the item or artefact that describes or represents the entire management system,
so usually the Quality Manual, or equivalent, would satisfy this. The Business Plan input is usually something that
directs the creation of the management system, in other words the business requirement for a management system
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in the first place . The output work product is the actual policy and or procedure that is required, such as a HR
Department manual that contains the policies and procedures that are used by the HR department to undertaken
their activities. Note here that HR policies are not intended to be the company wide policies relating to human
resources, such as vacation policy, holiday policy, expenses policy, but should be policies by which the HR
department comply with.
In some cases it has been noted that the Base Practice description for these Base Practices in the organisation’s PRM
have referred to, incorrectly, the actual process or procedure that is required as the output. Remember that the
PRM Base Practice description needs to refer to the part of the IMS that addresses the requirement of the Base
Practice, so referencing the actual procedure that is required is suggesting that that the procedure creates itself,
which clearly isn’t possible. For example, in the PRM extract below the organisation’s mapping for HRM BP.1
incorrectly references the HR Handbook under the Base Practice column (highlighted in red).
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Please see TIN002-1208 for further details
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Incorrect example of PRM Base Practice reference for BP.1
The Base Practice requires policies and procedures to be created and therefore the organisation should identify
where in their management system, policies and procedures would be created and not simply reference the actual
procedures needed. In this example, the reference to the HR Handbook under the Output Work Product column
would be correct. Also, although the BPL suggests 2 work products, it is completely feasible for policies and
procedures to be contained in one document; there is no requirement for there to be a one to one mapping
between the BPL identified work products and the organisation’s work products.
The PRM extract for this Base Practice should be more like:

Acceptable example of PRM Base Practice reference for BP.1
In many cases, organisations do not actually have a process or procedure that creates IMS policies, processes or
procedures other than just the normal IMS document control procedure. This isn’t usually a problem so long as it
addresses all aspects of creating IMS policies, processes and procedures, reviewing them, providing appropriate
approval and ensuing that they are fully deployed into the organisation, i.e. distributing, providing awareness,
monitoring use, and accommodating improvement requests.
If the general IMS document control procedure, which is required by ISO 9001:2008, doesn’t fully address all these
aspects, there would clearly be some benefits, and a better implementation of TickITplus, if a process (not just
procedure) were created to do these aspects. In practice, this would also fully address the requirements of ORG.2,
Management Framework Base Practices BP.1 and 2, which particularly requires a management system to be
established.
This requirement could be satisfied by a conventionally defined process, similar to all the other processes in an IMS,
or it could be addressed through an over-arching management plan or even a very comprehensive quality manual
that fully explains the requirement, creation and improvement of the organisation’s management system.
Personally, I don’t like the term “quality manual” because quality is nothing in its own right; quality belongs to the
products, services or the culture of the organisation, which, by definition, is or should be expressed through
something that addresses the overall business operation, such as a business manual, but that’s another TIN.
So, a good business manual would, amongst other aspects, typically describe the needs of the management system
based on the business plan, i.e. which would provide the management system requirements. It would also describe
the organisational structure for managing the management system including responsibilities, links to senior
management approvals for implementing policies, processes and procedures, how the management system is
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deploys, monitored and improved, how audits and assessments are undertaken and acted upon, and how the
overall system is reviewed by senior management.
Bringing quality and the business together to the point where they are indistinguishable would be a real success as
in practice there shouldn’t be any difference.
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